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Smart antenna use InP
At the end of September, Northrop Grumman
Corp demonstrated technology for the Advan-
ced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) payload
that will greatly improve warfighter’s access
to military satellite communications, increas-
ing the range of missions the system can 
support on ground, sea and air.  The AEHF pay-
load is provided to system prime contractor
Lockheed Martin, which will supply the first
two AEHF satellites and command and control
system. Integration of flight hardware has
begun for the first of the satellite structures.
Northrop Grumman’s Space Technology
sector has completed electrical testing of
the uplink phased array antenna, receiv-
ing signals from ground terminals.The
antenna directs RF beams electronically,
rather than  moving reflectors mechani-
cally.This allows one array to do the job
of many reflectors, giving flexibility to
point-on-demand in fractions of a sec-
ond, improving access.
It is the first phased array for space use,
operating at 44GHz, and has advanced
semiconductor material, including 
indium phosphide for some of the 
antenna’s more than 10,000 monolithic
microwave integrated circuits. The InP
ensures excellent low noise and clear 
signal performance.
The highly directional antenna reduces
jamming and intercept by enemies, assur-
ing secure, reliable communication by
command and control units.“With these
successful tests, we have shown that
electronic beam steering can support a
wider range of missions with fewer
antennas,” says Clayton Kau, Northrop
Grumman Space Technology VP & man-
ager of the Advanced EHF payload pro-
gramme.“The tests also demonstrate that
we are on track to deliver the first flight
payload in April 2006.”
With its more compact phase array, the
system can process greater amounts of
information and deliver 10x greater total
capacity and channel data rates 6x high-
er than predecessor Milstar II.
For Northrop Grumman VP of foundation
technologies, Dwight Streit (former Velo-
cium president) the use of InP in the an-
tenna’s phased array is both a personal
triumph and “A stake in the ground.With
indium phosphide, we have staked a
claim to a manufacturable product. It is
reproduceable, and we now have a
space-qualified product that we’re insert-
ing into other major systems, such as the
Advanced EHF payloads.The reliability
and reproducibility of indium phosphide
in turn opens it up to new applications.”
For the phased array, InP is used in a vari-
ety of formats as InGaAs and InAlAs for
the structures. Its appeal, adds Streit,“are
the attractive attributes of high perform-
ance and lower power consumption.”
Streit and his team have played no small
part in the development timeline to
bring InP devices to this crossover point.
Key to the affordable is high volumes,
allowing a move towards lower costs.
Northrop Grumman InP devices (from
100mm 4” wafers) are manufactured on
the same production line as the to-date
dominant GaAs devices produced at the
California Redondo Beach facility.
“This,” points out Streit,“uses CMOS
metallisation for HBT devices so we
have a high volume process to produce
reliable products, with InP running on
the same line.”
For Streit, the time-line involved invest-
ment in the technical development, and
raising volumes to the current cross over
point, from small volume parts to a vol-
ume product which offers commercial
advantage and can feed into the system,
opening up more application areas in the
commercial and government sectors.
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